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Chord Cadenza technical Information

HDMI & home cinema
connections
Speaker Cables
Mains Products
Accessories &
merchandise
In-car cables
Chord Cream
instrument cables
Installation cables
Chord Sarum cable
range
USB cables

Chord Cadenza
CONDUCTORS: Pseudo-balanced 18 AWG multi-stranded, silver-plated oxygen free copper conductors. Matched
signal and return conductors improve sound quality
CONFIGURATION: Signal and return conductors arranged in noise cancelling twisted pair configuration
CONDUCTOR INSULATION: PTFE. We believe that to obtain the most neutral tonal characteristic from silver-plated
conductors it is vital to use PTFE insulation. The insulated conductors are held in place with an extruded PVC jacket to
prevent unwanted mechanical noise.
SHIELDING: Dual layer; high density, 100% coverage, braided oxygen free copper shield and overlapped foil shield
JACKET: Conductors and shields surrounded with low density PVC jacket to minimise mechanical noise. Braided
outer jacket
COLOUR: Blue
TERMINATIONS: Fitted with new Chord VEE Plugs. A high performance RCA (phono) plug with vibration eliminating
ABS enclosure. PTFE insulated centre pin, low mass signal return surround. Non compression clamping system
reduces potential signal corruption. Silver-plated contact areas maintain single material signal path. Also available
fitted with Din and XLR plugs. Custom terminations available. Chord VEE plug uses a unique ABS enclosure to
surround a low mass gold or silver-plated centre pin and signal return. A special non-compression cable clamp is also
employed. The VEE plug has a profound effect on the performance of all the cables it is fitted to. Detail and definition
are enhanced and pace, rhythm and timing improved.
The Cadenza is a hugely versatile interconnect, working outstandingly well in a wide variety of systems, The heavy gauge silver-plated conductors
bring real vitality and exuberance along with high levels of detail. The twisted pair configuration conductors are silver-plated and insulated with
PTFE, before being shielded by a heavy gauge, high density, foil and braid shielding system, that in turn is surrounded by a vibration-damping outer
jacket. Cadenza is fitted with Chord VEE PTFE insulated RCA plugs but the geometry of the cable means that Cadenza also performs outstandingly
well when terminated with XLR or DIN plugs. Cadenza will help your music to sound bold, dynamic, exciting and above all will make your music
passionate and involving
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